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The flintstone font is a displayfont for use with any Postscript�compatible printer. It isprimarily a display font and isnot appropiate for generalpurpose text applications.
Flintstone Plain at 24 pointsFlintstone Bold at 24 pointsFlintstone Italic at 24 pointsFlintstone Underlined at 24pointsFlintstone Outline at 24 pointsFlintstone Shadow at 24 points

Contained in the Flintstone Package:
1. "Flint" -- Postscript laserFont File
2. "Read Me" -- MacWrite Document describing Flintstone
3. "Flintstone.AFM" -- Font Metrics File
4. "Flintstone.BMAP" -- Screen Fonts of Flintstone (12,24,48,72 points)

This font looks particularily good in the shadow option. This is not a
complete font, most special characters are not included (as this is a display
Font) and uppercase and lowercase characters appear the same.

To use this font, simply install the bitmap fonts into your system file using
Apple's "Font/DA mover", then copy the file "Flint" into your system folder.
You have now installed the Flintstone font and are ready to use it for
printing.

The bitmap fonts have not been fine tuned, so they do not print very well on
the Imagewriter printers. If you wish to edit them, do so. We reccomend



Fontastic Plus_ by Altsys. When you edit the bitmaps DO NOT change the kerning
or spacing information, as this will throw off the actual printed document.

SHAREWARE NOTICE

This font is provided to you as a shareware product. This means that you can
use it for 10 days. If you decide that you would like to keep it, then please
send in $5.00. If on the other hand you do not decide to keep it, then delete
it from your files and forget it ever existed. I think that $5.00 is a
reasonable price for a font. So please send in the fee.

Send registration fee to:

Peter S. Bryant
P.O. Box 946
Zephyr Cove, Nevada 89448-0946

Happy Fonting.
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